Supply Chain Responders
2018 CDP CONSULTING SERVICES

With SEVEN years’ experience scoring over 20,000 CDP disclosures globally and conducting more than 1,400 performance
review calls, ADEC Innovations (ADEC) has unique, proven capabilities to improve your company’s CDP performance*. Our
CDP consultants lead you through the entire process and help you choose the services that are best for your business.

ROAD TO LEADERSHIP
With this service, you will have a roadmap that provides a tailored strategy with specific actions and timelines for your organization
to implement in order to be recognized as one of the highest performing, leading CDP-disclosing companies. As part of this service,
ADEC will:
• identify gaps on your most recent CDP Climate Change or Water response
• help you develop a multi-faceted path to reach the Leadership Band
ADEC provides a written report and timeline detailing specific actions your organization should take for the next three reporting years
to get you on the path to receiving a CDP score in the Leadership Band.

GAP ANALYSIS OF 2017 DISCLOSURE
As a Supply Chain responder, you will receive an in-depth analysis that identifies areas and activities that correspond with lost points,
and recommends activities to improve performance on your climate change and/or water disclosure. For every CDP question, ADEC
will identify:
• points achieved and not achieved in your 2017 disclosure
• potential reason(s) that maximum points were not achieved
• actions necessary to achieve additional points in 2018
ADEC generates a written report that outlines each question in tabular format so you can easily copy and place the results into a
workflow template or spreadsheet if desired.

2018 SCORING ASSESSMENT
Before you submit your 2018 response, ADEC runs your completed questionnaire through the CDP scoring process ahead of your
submission, providing question-level suggestions for improvement.
ADEC develops a written, pre-scored review report of your completed 2018 CDP questionnaire draft prior to submission. ADEC offers
two levels of Scoring Assessment for your convenience:

For questions where points were lost, an estimate of the number of points
that were lost (question-by-question)
Explanation of why points were lost (question-by-question)
Specific suggestions for improving each answer to achieve maximum points
(question-by-question)
Estimate of overall points awarded by level (Disclosure, Awareness,
Management, Leadership) and scoring category
Estimate of overall score
Call to review the results and answer any questions

2 hours

45 minutes

RESPONSE CHECK
Response Check is a high-level checking service where ADEC provides a report on the completeness rather than the quality of content,
such as: incomplete or missing information; answers provided in an inappropriate place or format; data points that should be
addressed; misdirected or misunderstood responses; and priority areas in the scoring.
Using this report, you will be able to make any further revisions necessary to maximize your CDP performance.
Most clients opt for the Scoring Assessment service to get a more comprehensive review of their submission.

2018 CDP CLIMATE CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETION
Many companies look to ADEC to complete their Climate Change disclosure to CDP in order to free internal resources for more strategic
work. This process is directed by you and your data, but managed by our expert data analysis and sustainability specialists team. ADEC
assists you in determining the areas of priority and helps to improve your responses to these questions to ultimately improve CDP
performance. Based on your needs, ADEC develops a service level within your organization’s budget:
• Section- or Question-Specific Service: ADEC helps you complete specific questions and then conducts a
question-by-question review of the entire questionnaire, indicating areas where points were lost, why, and
suggestions for improvement
• Comprehensive Disclosure Completion: ADEC works either remotely or onsite to complete your entire CDP
questionnaire, and enters that information into CDP’s Online Response System (ORS)
ADEC ensures that your CDP response maximizes CDP performance and accurately reflects your climate change achievements, progress
and processes. Based on the services selected, ADEC enters your CDP response directly in the ORS – and all you have to do is simply click
the ‘Submit’ button.

2018 CDP WATER QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETION
Due to the local and fragmented nature of water, managing water risks is particularly complicated, which is why companies turn to
ADEC to help them gather the needed data and information to complete the questionnaire. By working with ADEC, you can feel confident
that your water use and reduction strategies are accurately reflected in your disclosure, in order to maximize CDP performance.
ADEC will:
• complete the data analysis necessary to report water use
• work with you to develop multi-year targets for water reduction
• assist you with questionnaire completion
ADEC ensures that your response maximizes CDP performance and accurately reflects your achievements, progress and processes.
Based on the services selected, ADEC enters your CDP response directly in the ORS – and all you have to do is click the ‘Submit’ button.

PREMIUM AND PREMIUM+ PERFORMANCE REVIEW
ADEC’s CDP Premium and Premium+ Performance Review service provides key insights and analytics on your Climate Change or
Water score. With a Premium or Premium+ Performance Review, you will gain key guidance and insights to help you determine the
changes that will enable you to improve future CDP submissions.
BASIC
Basic report explaining your score and comparing your overall and category-level
scores to your region, CDP program, and industry activity group averages

Call with a trained ADEC consultant to review your performance
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Written report with your specific recommendations
Languages available for call

PREMIUM+





Interactive, enhanced report with visualizations on your score improvement potential in each
category, and a scatterplot of how companies in your industry activity group are scoring
Recommendations per scoring category

PREMIUM

English

English, Chinese

English, Chinese

ON DEMAND SUPPORT
ADEC can also provide ’on-demand‘ sustainability services, which your company can use, as needed, throughout the year. Think of this
as the place where you can ‘ask ADEC’ to help on a wide variety of topics. Working with our internal staff and our partner network, we
can help you with virtually any question you have.

OTHER SERVICES ADEC CAN OFFER
Through our own staff, or with our network of partners, ADEC can also offer help with:
• GHG Inventory
• Scope 1, 2 and/or 3 data collection
• Software Solutions
• Science Based targets
• Life Cycle Assessments
• Energy Audits and Energy Reduction Initiatives

*In accordance with CDP’s conflict of interest policy, ADEC does not provide official scoring services for any of our CDP consulting clients.
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